Build your **COMPETENCE** and **CONFIDENCE** in Bible study

How do **YOU** effectively navigate such a **BOOK**?
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- Application
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Navigate the **BIBLE** more effectively through **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™**

Christ wants every believer to grow in his faith. The keys to spiritual growth are available in the Bible. After all, there is a reason it is called “God’s Word.” But the Bible brings with it a set of problems and frustrations, not to mention a few dilemmas:

- How can the Bible come alive for me like it does for some other people?
- How do I extract the meaning from the Scriptures?
- I always feel pressed for time. How can I be both efficient and effective in my Bible study?
- What can I do to have a greater sense of progress in God’s Word?
- I do not particularly like to study. How can we make the Bible easier to understand?
- In short, how do I navigate this Book most effectively?

Those are some of the issues that have driven the development of **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™**

---

1) **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** takes something huge and breaks it down into manageable segments.

2) **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** begins with the building blocks of basic Bible study:

- **OBSERVATION** What does the passage say?
- **CORRELATION** How does this passage relate to other passages?
- **GENERALIZATION** How can I summarize key messages?
- **APPLICATION** What difference will it make in my life?

3) Then **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** arranges the Biblical thought in a manner useful for study and personal growth. It is intended to focus on units of meaning in the context of a larger whole. For example, the first two verses for the Gospel of John are transformed from this:

   In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.

To this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE WORD</th>
<th>was in the beginning</th>
<th>was with God</th>
<th>was God</th>
<th>was in the beginning</th>
<th>with God</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** opens up the text so we can see important ideas. It gives space to make notes. It helps us think about phrases without getting lost in the sheer volume of words.

In short, **SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** can help you make progress in Bible study—one step at a time.

---

**SCRIPTURE MAPPING™** is

- An excellent tool for small group Bible study and discussion
- A simple visual method to organize your study notes
- A creative new approach to maximize your effectiveness in Bible study
- A most effective use of color to prompt you through the Bible study process

**SCRIPTURE MAPPING™**

Materials are available in hardcopy and/or electronic format for:

- Colossians (plus How to Study the Bible)
- Gospel of John
- 1 & 2 Peter
- Exodus